374. Two spheres joined by a wire. Two small spheres of radii a, b, placed at a considerable distance from each other, are joined by a thin wire and the system is insulated from all other attracting bodies. The spheres and the wire are made of some conducting material. A charge E of electricity is given to the system, determine approximately how it is distributed over the several bodies.
Let I be the distance between the centres A, B of the spheres; x, y the quantities of electricity on their surfaces, z the quantity on the wire. The electricity is so distributed that the potential is constant throughout the interior and therefore the potentials at A, B are equal. Since the centre A is equally distant from every point of that sphere, the potential at A of the electricity on its surface is at/a. Since A is very distant from every point of the other sphere, the potential at A of the electricity on the sphere B is very nearly y/l. Neglecting the electricity on the wire for the moment we have the two equations
when the radii are very small compared with their distance we can reject the terms with I in the denominator. The electricity is then distributed over the surfaces of the two spheres nearly in the ratio of the radii.
We shall now prove that the quantity of electricity on the cylindrical irire may be neglected if the radius c is sufficiently small. Let I) be the average surface density on the wire, then z — ^TrcW. The potential of a cylinder of length I and of uniform surface density at the middle point of its axis is
very nearly, since c/l is very small. Since V is nearly equal to .r[a or ?//& it is clear that z can be made as small as we please by using a wire sufficiently thin compared with its length.
375. Ex. 1. A conducting sphere, of radius a, is joined to the earth by a fine wire and is acted on by an electrical point Q at a distance h from the centre of the sphere. Prove that the electricity on the .sphere is - Qfijb. Prove? also that the mutual attraction between the sphere and the point approximately varies inversely as the cube of the distance and as the square of the charge.
Ex. 2. Two conducting spheres (radii a, b) are joined by a long thin conducting wire, and the total charge is zero. A cloud charged with a quantity /•; of electricity passes much nearer to one sphere than the other, but at a considerable distance from both. Prove that the transference of electricity from one sphere to the other is nearly abEf(a + b) I', where V is the distance of the cloud from the nearest sphere.

